Soul Mates Relationship Promo Reading
Antonio Banderas and Melanie Griffiths

Relationship Potential
We all know our Sun signs. This report compares all the Planet signs, which represent
the differing roles we play in our lives and lets you know what is really going on between
you.
Two Rulers - Antonio relates respectfully with Melanie
That you interact ‘respectfully’ is mandatory rather than natural. Without determining
your respectful areas of rulership, like who rules the home, finances, children, etc., then
fierce competition for the spotlight will lead to tears and strife, or simply living in
different ‘kingdoms’. Get ’who rules what’ right though, and bliss rules!
Antonio the Go-getter relates progressively with Melanie the Transformer
This is a relationship that can really go places, change things, set new standards, etc..
You are both independent and freedom loving, and so respect each other’s space and
wishes. There is a dark side to such undeniable brightness and lightness however: the
little needy child hiding in one or both of you can get overlooked.
Antonio the Ruler relates delicately with Melanie the Guide
This can work when Antonio admits their need for one they can trust to keep them
informed of what they should be aware of. In return, Antonio gives Melanie much
needed confidence, making them the power behind the throne. But if Melanie pre-sumes
upon this they could incur royal displeasure - be banished even - but Antonio may regret
it.
Antonio the Ruler relates graciously with Melanie the Spokesperson
This should be quite a graceful interaction because Melanie defers to Antonio’s will, and
Antonio values Melanie’s social skills, especially those that iron out the bumps created by
any royal gaffes. Melanie loves the sense of being a part of something grand and
dignified. But Melanie beware of a sense of impotency, and Antonio, of frustration.
Antonio the Ruler relates heroically with Melanie the Go-getter
Much can be achieved and with plenty of fun and excitement too. But this can become a
problem if the interaction turns into a competition to see who can dominate or win the
most. When both of you are directing their prodigious energies towards a common goal,
guided by similar principles, all goes well.

Additionally Melanie relates to Antonio in the following way
Melanie relates critically with Antonio

For a person that loves sanity, this combination can be preciousness gone mad!
Everything is checked and scrutinised, fixed when it doesn’t need fixing, to the point that
life is all preparation and no living. An eternal dress rehearsal. However, if you can put
up with this, such joint efficiency and precision will benefit someone else very much
indeed.
Melanie the Guide relates determinedly with Antonio the Go-getter
The problem for Melanie is that Antonio will not listen and jumps in headfirst, and then,
maybe, will listen when it’s too late. So Antonio should learn to listen, weigh Melanie’s
advice carefully, and then act – or not. Melanie is learning to be more forceful, be more
sure of their own counsel, Melanie the Guide relates determinedly with Antonio Go-getter
Melanie the Guide relates humbly with Antonio the Helper
The two of you can really help one another to enjoy sensitivity combined with order.
The pitfall to avoid is Melanie’s concern for detail missing the feel of a thing, and
Antonio’s over-reacting to just that. You share the same concept of how good life should
be – just appreciate that you see and approach this from opposing viewpoints.

KEYS TO THE SIGNS
Aries – The Go-getter
Taurus – The Trustee
Gemini – The Joker
Cancer – The Defender
Leo – The Ruler
Virgo – The Guide
Libra – The Spokesperson
Scorpio – The Detective
Sagittarius – The Activator
Capricorn – The Controller
Aquarius – The Transformer
Pisces – The Helper
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